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Abstract 
 

In this study, the efficiency of Canna indica L in the removal of pentachlorophenol (PCP) in aqueous solution 

using a hydroponic set-up was investigated. The evacuation proficiency increased with days and initial 

concentrations. The ideal removal pH was 4.0. The equilibrium data acquired were evaluated by Langmuir, 

Freundlich, Temkin, Elovich and Dubinin-Radushkevich isotherm models. The Langmuir model gave the best 

relationship with monolayer biosorption capacity of 40.89 mg/g.  The pseudo-zero-order kinetics was able to 

describe the biosorption process. The intraparticle diffusion and liquid film diffusion was also used to study the 

removal process with the former showing the best fit. Thermodynamic modeling using the standard free energy 

(ΔGo) indicated that the process was spontaneous with -12589.18 kJ/mol. The PCP residual factors (0.09 to 0.35) 

were highest in 25th day indicating high efficiency of C. indica. C. indica used in this study is eco-friendly, widely 

available and offers greater potential for wastewater treatment for removal of chlorinated pollutant such as PCP 

from aqueous solutions. The PCP residual factors (0.09 to 0.35) were most noteworthy in 25th day showing high 

productivity of C. indica L. According to this study, C. indica L. could prove to be a promising low cost 

phytoremediator of chorophenols in aqueous solutions. 
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1. Introduction 

Since 1930s, most chlorinated phenol subordinates, for example, pentachlorophenol (PCP), have been 

normally utilized as pesticides, herbicides, wood additives, and defoliants [1]. Their wide use is because 

of ideal properties for such purposes. Effluents from numerous enterprises like pesticide, wood, drugs, 

color fabricating, agribusiness, paper and mash fill in as regular hotspots for chlorophenol contamination 

of the water, soil and air [2]. For instance, [3] revealed that profluent from wood-treatment plants contain 

PCP which went from 25 to 150 mg/L. PCP is currently universal in nature and has been recognized in 

various ecological media, food just as in human milk, fat tissue, and pee [1]. 

In Nigeria, uses of pesticides in farmland fill in as the primary source of chlorinated contamination of 

ecosystem. Subsequently, huge rates of populaces are dealing with issues identified with water quality 

because of substance tainting in both surface and groundwater sources [4-5]. Presently, more than 70 % 

of surface waters in Nigeria are of poor or low quality [6]. Organochlorine (OC) pesticides buildup were 

evaluated in water and silt from Ero River in South Western Nigeria and results showed that 100 % of 

the samples gathered were sullied with the contemplated OC (< 0.02 to 9.10 μg/L) [7]. There are 

additionally reports of chlorophenol present in ocean food varieties, for example, fishes [8]. Impressive 

concern exists about unfriendly impacts PCP posture to biological systems and human wellbeing. Unsafe 

impacts to human over momentary openness to huge fixation incorporate harm to sensory system, liver, 

blood, lungs, kidneys, insusceptible framework, and gastrointestinal lot [1]. PCP is named plausible 

human cancer-causing agent thus prolonged exposure may likewise be related with cancer-causing, 

renal, and neurological impacts [1]. Because of its belongings to biological systems and human 

wellbeing, it is relevant thusly to eliminate PCP from the environment. 

In eliminating chlorophenols from water, numerous treatment strategies have been created and applied. 

These strategies incorporate organic and physicochemical techniques (photochemical, air stripping and 

cremation, adsorption innovation including utilization of initiated dirt and carbons produced from plant-

based sources [46]. A portion of these techniques have been accounted for to be successful yet they are 

very hard to plan and described. The utilization of water plants in wastewater treatment is currently an 

arising technique for contamination remediation. A few examinations, for example, Singh [9], Zhang 

[10], Tran [11] and Isiuku and Enyoh [5] have now shown the adequacy of utilizing plant for wastewater 

treatment utilizing a developed wetland, a pilot scale or hydroponic arrangement. These investigations 

by and large uncovered that the removal proficiency shifted with various plant species and their 

productivities [5]. Nigeria, as other tropical nations, has discovered numerous plants valuable for the 

expulsion contaminant from water. 
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Canna (or canna lily) is a sort of 10 types of blooming plants [12-13]. The nearest living relations to the 

cannas are the other plant groups of the request Zingiberales, that is the Zingiberaceae (gingers), 

Musaceae (bananas), Marantaceae, Heliconiaceae, Strelitziaceae, and so forth [13]. Albeit a plant of the 

jungles, most cultivars have been created in mild environments and are not difficult to fill in many 

nations of the world as long as they get in any event 6–8 hours normal daylight. The morphology of this 

specie is the presence of stem, leaves, blossoms and natural product. The expansive, level, substitute 

leaves that are such an element of this plant outgrow a stem in a long, restricted roll and afterward spread 

out. The leaves are normally strong green, yet a few cultivars have glaucose, tanish, maroon, or even 

variegated leaves [12]. 

Canna indica L. is a prevailing lentic plant in Nigeria water environment [14]. Besides, past reports have 

shown that the plant is a decent contender for phytoremediation of inorganic and natural pollutants 

[5,11,15-16], getting by in a territory encountering extraordinary contamination [14]. Literature 

reviewed [5] uncovered that studies utilizing water plants in hydroponic framework to eliminate organic 

contaminations is scarce and specifically chlorophenols. Supposedly, this is the principal study assessing 

the proficiency of C. indica L. to eliminate PCP from watery solutions. The overall point of the study 

was to investigate the remediation capability of Canna indica L. for PCP in water. The equilibrium and 

kinetic data of the removal studies were analyzed to understand the removal kinetics, isotherms, and 

thermodynamics, as well as the mechanism of PCP removal by the plant.  

 

2. Materials and methods 

Preparation of plant material and pesticide solution 

The plant materials were set up from seeds as described in our previous reports [47].  The PCP (99.5 %, 

analytical grade) was bought from Finlab, Owerri and used minus any additional refining. The attributes 

of PCP are introduced in Table 1. The solutions in this study were set up by utilizing refined water and 

ethanol as portrayed recently [17]. The stock and working (50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 mg/L) solutions 

was prepared as described in our recent study [47]. These working solutions were used to generate the 

calibration curves when measured using UV-Vis spectrophotometer at 220 nm.  

 

Batch studies  

Take-up of PCP by Canna indica L in pesticide-sullied water was evaluated in batches utilizing 

hydroponic, pots with measurements 18 cm long, 37 cm in breadth (outer) and 19 cm depth. The pots 

were loaded up with 500 mL working solutions (Figure 1).  
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Table 1: Some physicochemical properties of PCP  

Properties  PCP 

Molecular structure 

 

IUPAC name 2,3,4,5,6-

Pentachlorophenol 

Chemical formula C6Cl5OH or C6HCl5O  

CAS number 87-86-5 

Molecular weight (g/mol) 266.34 

Water solubility Slightly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Typical hydroponic set-up used in the study 
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At that point the plant were brought into the arrangement and permitted to stand. This was accomplished 

for four different pots, which address other time terms (for example 10 days, 15 days, 20 days and 25 

days). Altogether, 5 pots were readied and at every timespan days a plant was eliminated and the solution 

is analyzed by UV-vis spectrophotometer at 220 nm.  

The impact of pH on the PCP removal by C. indica L. was resolved in 500 mL of test pots containing 

100 mg/L of PCP at various pH (4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9). 1 M nitric acid (HNO3) and 1 M sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH) were utilized for pH changes. The pH of every arrangement was estimated with a computerized 

pH meter (Model Jenway 3510). The underlying and last groupings of PCP arrangements were resolved 

on an UV–visible spectrophotometer (Spectrum Lab 23A) at its greatest absorbance frequency of 220 

nm.  

All set-ups were done in triplicate and were set haphazardly with position moved once every week. All 

set-ups were enhanced with N.P.K. composts (1 %) weekly.  

 

Data analysis 

Obtained experimental data were analyzed by IBM SPSS Statistics version 20. Mean of triplicate 

analysis were reported while the Root mean square (RMSE) and chi-squared (ℵ2), were computed using 

equations (1) and (2) for error analysis 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √(𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝑞𝑒𝑥𝑝)
2
                   (1) 

ℵ2 = ∑
(𝑞𝑒𝑥𝑝−𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙)

2

𝑞𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝑁
𝑖=1         (2) 

 % R in equation 3 represents removal rate of PCP at a given time t. In equation (4), the qe amount 

adsorbed by the C. inidca L. at equilibrium per unit mass while the maximum removal per unit mass is 

determined by equation (5): 

% 𝑅 =
(𝐶𝑜−𝐶𝑡)

𝐶𝑜
          (3) 

𝑞𝑒 =
(𝐶𝑜−𝐶𝑒).𝑉

1000 𝑚
                       (4) 

 𝑞𝑡 =
(𝐶𝑜−𝐶𝑡).𝑉

𝑚
                       (5) 

Where Co and Ct = concentration of PCP at initial and final stages (mg/L), while Ce represents 

equilibrium concentration (mg/L) in solution, V = solution volume (L) and m = C. indica L. mass (g) 

from the control set-up. 

Data modelling 

The data were examined by the most usually utilized kinetics and isotherms model including Pseudo-

first order (PFO), Pseudo-second order (PSO), Pseudo-zero order (PZO), intraparticle diffusion, liquid 
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film dispersion, Langmuir, Freundlich, Dubinin–Radushkevich (D–R), Temkin and Elovich isotherm 

models. These models were utilized as described in our previous reports on trichlorophenol [47]. 

 

Results and discussion 

Effect of initial concentration 

The impact of initial concentration on the evacuation and greatest biosorption limit of PCP by C. indica 

at 25 °C is displayed in Figures 3 and 4. Fundamentally taking a gander at the entire removal process, 

there was a fast biosorption of PCP at the underlying phases of contact (from 0-10 days) and afterward 

there was slow lessening in expulsion (10-20 days), until it arrived at an equilibrium (at twentieth day) 

where the measure of PCP being eliminated by the plant was estimated to the measure of PCP desorbing 

from the plant (Figure 3). Comparative perception was made for the most extreme biosorption limit 

(Figure 4). This finding is in concurrence with investigations of [25] ascribed to the rhizo-degradation 

capability of plant for organic pollutants. So, at initial contact the rhizosphere of plant is still very active 

and thus effectively degrading PCP in the solution. Other reason could be due to the availability of a 

large number of vacant surface sites and vice versa for slower rate at later days due to the reduction or 

saturation of these vacant [2,26]. 

 

Figure 3: Effect of contact time on removal of PCP from aqueous solution by C. indica 

Increase in take-up of PCP with days followed decline in initial PCP concentrations from 250 to 50 

mg/L. The pace of removal arrived at the highest (90 %) in 25th day for 50 mg/L while the in same day 

was 65.07 % for 150 mg/L, which was least (Figure 3). With an increase in starting concentration from 

50 to 250 mg/L, the maximum biosorption limit qt, increased from 1.59 to 10.57 mg/g (Figure 4). 

Comparable results have been made in related investigations [2,22-23]. As the underlying concentration 
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is increased, the mass transfer driving force turns out to be high because of the increase in the quantity 

of particles seeking the accessible binding sites on the plant root, which could be liable for the 

observation. 

 

Figure 4: Effect of initial PCP concentration on biosorption capacity of PCP by C. indica  

 

Effect of solution pH  

The impact of solution pH on PCP removal was studied by shifting the pH of the solution from 4 to 9 at 

an initial concentration of 100 mg/L (Figure 5). As can be seen from Figure 5, the rate of removal with 

time increased and highest when the pH was low (more acidic).  

 

Figure 5. Effect of initial pH on PCP removal by C. indica 

However, when the pH of the solution is increased and thus becoming more alkaline, the removal rate 
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dropped. This is practically identical to the outcomes gotten by Tan [27], Fan [2] and Zazouli [28]. PCP 

is a feeble corrosive thus, lower pH underneath its pKa (4.98) will result to scattering associations and 

subsequently expanding the take-up and rhizo-degradation [5]. At the point when the solution pH turns 

out to be high the compound is ionized in part prompting low take-up. From the results, the ideal pH 

was taken as 4.0. In other studies, on removal of chlorophenol, ideal pHs of 5 were accounted for by 

Kumar [29] by Acacia leucocephala bark and Zazouli [28] by Azolla based-activated carbon. Ideal pH 

of 2.0 was acquired by Sahnoun [30] by modified halloysite samples while ideal pH of 4.0 was gotten 

by activated carbon gotten from loosestrife [2]. 

 

Biosorption kinetics modelling 

To portray the biosorption kinetics; the accompanying dynamic models, pseudo-first-, pseudo second-

order, zero-order and intraparticle dissemination models were thought of. The summary kinetic 

parameters for PCP sorption by C.indica at 25±2 oC are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Kinetic parameters for PCP sorption by C.indica at 25±2 oC 

Model  Parameter  Initial PCP concentrations (mg/L) 

50 100 150 200 250 

Experimental qe exp (mg/g) 3.1600 5.4200 7.2200 10.0000 13.300 

Pseudo first order 

(PFO) 

qe cal (mg/g) 1.5000 5.1800 6.1700 17.5500 23.900 

K1 (1/hr) 0.0232 0.0756 0.0866 0.1242 0.1312 

R2 0.2874 0.8321 0.7817 0.9216 0.8605 

Error (RMS) 1.6600 0.2400 0.0500 7.5500 10.600 

Error (ϰ2) 1.1100 0.0100 0.1800 3.2500 4.7000 

Pseudo second 

order (PSO) 

qe cal (mg/g) 3.9700 8.8300 11.6100 11.730 12.990 

K2 (g/ mg-hr) 0.0018 0.0003 0.00016 0.00018 0.00040 

R2 0.8070 0.4866 0.4721 0.3385 0.7557 

Error (RMS) 0.8100 3.4100 4.3900 1.7300 0.3100 

Error (ϰ2) 0.1700 1.3200 0.1800 0.1500 0.0200 

Pseudo zero order 

(PZO) 

Vm (mg/L-hr) 0.0713 0.1379 0.1716 0.2533 0.3292 

R2 0.9668 0.9916 0.9675 0.9065 0.9757 

C 46.546 101.23 147.03 215.54 257.24 

Intraparticle 

diffusion 

Kip (mg/g.hr1/2) 0.1449 0.2695 0.3485 0.3278 0.4531 

Intercept (C) 0.0870 0.0720 0.0690 0.0640 0.0621 

R2 0.9689 0.9155 0.9423 0.8596 0.9717 

Liquid film 

diffusion 

Kfd (mg/g.hr1/2) 0.0003 3E-05 3E-05 0.0028 0.0027 

Intercept (C) 0.6267 0.4262 0.5400 0.1767 0.0200 

R2 0.0131 9E-05 9E-05 0.9049 0.9874 
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Pseudo first order (PFO) 

In Table 2, for the first order kinetic model, the obtained R2, qe (cal) and removal constant (K1) values as 

well as the error (root mean square and chi-squared) are presented. The PFO didn’t completely fit well 

especially for initial concentration of 50 mg/L to 150 mg/L while for 200 mg/L and 250 mg/L, the R2 

values were significant (0.9216 and 0.8605 respectively). Therefore the PCP removal process by C. 

indica could not be identified by PFO. In other studies [2,28,30] on chlorophenols removal using 

activated carbon, higher R2 values were obtained and the model was able to describe the removal process. 

Studies using hydroponic to study chlorophenol removal from aqueous solution is lacking.  The 

difference in the obtained results by the listed authors could due to the different in biosorbent (here, C. 

indica were grown in the simulated water and not an activated carbon) and the experimental set-up. 

Therefore, the sorption rate of the biosorbent is very much different. In generally, as pointed by Bekins 

[20] the PFO model in certain conditions is a poor representation of biodegradation process of pollutants 

in aquifers and in this case. For the PFO, the qe (cal) were much lower than the experimental qe(exp) at 

initial concentrations of 50 mg/L. At 100 and 150 mg/L, the qe (cal) were much closer to the experimental 

values while for initial PCP concentration of 200 and 250 mg/L, the calculated qe (cal) were much higher 

than the experimental qe(exp) with values of 17.55 mg/g and 23.90 mg/g respectively. The root mean 

square error ranged from 0.05 to 10.60 while the chi-squared error ranged from 0.01 to 4.70.  

 

Figure 6: PFO kinetic plots for the removal of PCP from aqueous solution by Canna indica 

 

The rate of pollutants degradation in a treatment system by plant is normally represented by the PFO 

removal rate constants (k1) [11]. The k1 value for the PFO is presented in Table 2. A linear plot of the 

removal rate constants at different days with the removal rate is shown in Figure 7. For the PCP removal, 

the relationships showed significant relationship coefficient values (R2) except on the 25th day (R2 < 
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0.5). The positive and significant relationship is indicative that the removal rate increased slightly as the 

initial concentration increased from 50 to 250 mg/L from the 5th day to 20th day where equilibrium was 

reached.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Correlation between PCP removal efficiency and PFO removal rate constant “k1” for PCP 

Studies are generally lacking for comparison. However, [11] using the same plant (Canna indica) made 

similar observation for organic pollutants viz NH4-N and PO4-P removed from wastewater using hybrid 

constructed wetlands system. In the same study, biological oxygen demand (BOD5) had low correlations 
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with the first order removal rate constants. Other authors [31-33] using different aquatic plants and 

constructed wetlands have obtained similar but stronger correlations for BOD5. The set-up for the study 

as well as the tested chemical could play a part in the removal of the pollutant. In this study, we used a 

hydroponic system and we obtained positive and significant correlations. The stabilization of hydroponic 

system played an important role in this removal compared to the constructed wetlands. Nevertheless, the 

high values of k for the PCP removal (kPCP) do not necessarily indicate high removal efficiency when 

relating the value of kPCP and removal efficiency (% removal) (Figure 7). At higher KPCP values the 

removal rate dropped slightly. 

 

Pseudo second order (PSO) 

From Table 2, the estimation of the relationship coefficient for the second-order kinetic model was 

discovered to be in the range 0.3385 to 0.8070, demonstrating poor materialness of the pseudo-second-

order kinetic model to depict the sorption cycle of PCP on C. indica L. The qe values from the experiment 

were close at initial concentrations (50 mg/L to 250 mg/L) to the computed data (Table 2). 

 

Figure 8: PSO kinetic for the removal of PCP from aqueous solution by Canna indica 

Pseudo-Zero order (PZO) 

The PZO were computed as the PFO and PSO were unable to describe the removal process of PCP in 

aqueous solution by C. indica. The computed PZO is presented in Figure 10 while the summary of 

obtained results is presented in Table 2. The R2 values for the PZO were very significant (> 0.9) for all 

initial concentrations, therefore indicating that the PZO best fitted and described the removal process for 

PCP using C. indica in hydroponic set-up. By interpretation, the biodegradation rate of PCP by C. indica 

is apparently independent of the reactant concentration. Similarly, [20] also obtained that the PZO best 

fitted the removal process of phenol in aqueous solution.   
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Figure 9: PZO kinetic for the removal of PCP from aqueous solution by Canna indica 

The maximum removal velocity (Vm) values for the different initial concentrations are presented in Table 

2. The values increased with increasing initial concentrations from 0.0713 to 0.3292 mg/L-hr, indicating 

that the removal rate velocity increase with time as the initial concentrations increased. 

 

Intraparticle diffusion 

The diffusion mechanism and rate limiting step of PCP removal measure by C. indica couldn't be 

recognized by PFO and PSO model, the intraparticle model was tried as depicted [47]. Assuming the 

adsorption interaction follows the intraparticle model, qt versus t1/2 will be straight and in the event that 

the plot goes through the inception, intraparticle diffusion is the sole rate-limiting step. Otherwise, some 

other component alongside intraparticle dispersion is additionally included. 

 

Figure 10: Intraparticle diffusion kinetic for the removal of PCP from aqueous solution by Canna 

indica 
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The plot for the model is presented in Figure 10 while the model parameters are summed up in Table 2. 

The relapse was not totally direct and the lines didn't go through the origin (Figure 10), proposing that 

more than one method of sorption alongside intraparticle diffusion is associated with the PCP removal 

process [34-35]. As the initial concentrations increased, the Kip values increased (Table 2). This suggests 

that the driving force was greater with the increasing concentrations. Comparable outcomes were 

accounted for by [2] for trichlorophenol removal and [35] for Pb(II), Zn(II), and Cu(II) adsorption on 

submerged aquatic plant (Ceratophyllum demersum).  

 

External film diffusion 

The liquid film diffusion model can be applied when the outer diffusion of the biosorbate from the fluid 

stage to the solid stage is the rate determining step [20]. The qualities for the model introduced in Table 

2 showed that liquid film assumes little part during the interaction since capture values are farther to 0 

than in the event of intraparticle diffusion model (Table 2). 

 

Biosorption isotherm modeling 

To depict the adsorption isotherm the accompanying isotherm models, Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, 

Elovich and Dubinin-Radushkevich were thought of. These models help to clarify how adsorption 

particles disperse between the fluid stage and the solid stage in the entire biosorption process, and give 

an exhaustive comprehension of the adsorption nature. 

Langmuir 

In the utilization of Langmuir isotherm, it is accepted that the pollutant take-up happens at explicit 

homogeneous sites inside the rhizosphere of the plant and once a PCP particle possesses a site, no further 

adsorption happens at that site.  

Freundlich isotherm  

The Freundlich isotherm is an exact condition expecting that the adsorption cycle happens on a 

heterogeneous surface through a multi-facet adsorption system, stronger sites are involved first and that 

the strength for binding is identified with the concentration of PCP at equillibrium [17]. 

Temkin isotherm 

The Temkin isotherm considers the impacts of circuitous adsorbate–adsorbate collaborations on 

adsorption, and proposes that the heat of adsorption of the relative multitude of particles in the layer 

would diminish directly with inclusion because of these cooperations [23].  

Elovich isotherm 

Elovich isotherm model accepts that the adsorption sites increment dramatically with adsorption, which 

suggests a multi-facet adsorption.  
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Dubinin-Radushkevich (D-R) isotherm 

The presumption on which the D-Rmodel is based is that the pore filling component followed for the 

biosorption cycle has a multi-facet character [36-37]. 

 

Table 3: Isotherm parameter for PCP sorption by C. indica at 25±2 oC 

Model  Parameter  Value 

Langmuir 

 

qm (mg/g) 40.49 

KL (L/mg) 2.89 

R2 0.9695 

Error (RMS) 1.19 

Error (ϰ2) 0.05 

Freundlich  

 

1/n 1.4431 

n 0.69 

KF [mg/g (L/mg)-1/n] 2.70 

R2 0.9312 

Error (RMS) 3.70 

Error (ϰ2) 1.37 

Temkin B (J/mol) 0.1867 

bT (J/mol/K) 13270.34 

A (L/mg) 271736.20 

R2 0.7869 

Error (RMS) - 

Error (ϰ2) - 

Elovich  qm (mg/g) 20.24 

KE (L/mg) 0.012 

R2 0.3785 

Error (RMS) 20.19 

Error (ϰ2) 0.99 

Dubinin-Radushkevich qm (mg/g) 10.10 

BD (mol2/kJ2) 431.02 

E (kJ/mol) 0.03 

R2 0.7115 

Error (RMS) - 

Error (ϰ2) - 

 

The relationship coefficients (R2) for all isotherm models applied for removal of PCP in aqueous solution 

by C. indica L. at 25±2 oC are summed up in Table 3. The most elevated R2 value was given by the 

Langmuir isotherm model (0.97) with the most minimal mistake (root mean square = 1.19 and chi-

squared = 0.05) trailed by the Freundlich isotherm model (0.93) while the least was given by the Elovich 

isotherm model (0.38) (Table 3). The Langmuir isotherm model hence is best in depicting the PCP 
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removal by C. indica. Comparative outcome was acquired by [28] for TCP removal utilizing activated 

carbon produced using Azolla (an aquatic plant). The calculated separation factor (RL) values against 

the PCP initial concentrations in Figure 11 ranged from 0.00138 to 0.00687, which fell somewhere in 

the range of 0 and 1, demonstrating that the PCP removal by C. indica L. was positive in this examination 

by Langmuir model. It was also shown in Figure 11 that the RL dropped as initial concentration increased 

indicating that the removal was more favorable at higher initial concentration. Comparative outcome 

was acquired for TCP by [2]. 

 

Figure 11: Separation factor RL of PCP removal by C. indica 

 

The slope 1/n and n gotten from the Freundlich model showed estimations of 1.44 and 0.69 

demonstrating that the expulsion isn't great with Freundlich model not fitting admirably and Langmuir 

model is most appropriate [38]. Comparable outcome was gotten for TCP eliminated in liquid solution 

by modified halloysite clay [30]. Be that as it may, interestingly, lower 1/n values (< 1) and higher n 

values (> 1) were acquired for TCP and toluene blue dye removal from aqueous solution using aquatic 

plants by [2] and [22] respectively. However, it not viable with past work on the adsorption of 

chlorophenols including the utilization of various activated carbons [39-40]. 

The maximum monolayer adsorption limit, qm, which has been broadly used to look at the effectiveness 

of an absorbent, can likewise be gotten from Table 3. Writing information is by and large missing 

concerning the utilization of aquatic plants in hydroponics to contemplate pesticides removal, so data 

obtained in this study was compared with certain phenols adsorped onto activated carbons (Table 4). 

The plant utilized in this study had a moderately low PCP adsorption limit of 40.89 mg/g, when 
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contrasted for certain past investigations announced in the writing including the utilization of activated 

carbon however higher than some other studies (Table 4). Activated carbons generally have huge surface 

region compared with the plant and accordingly could be justification of its enormous adsorption limit. 

 

Table 4: Comparison of maximum monolayer adsorption capacity of C. indica with various 

chlorophenols on various activated carbons 

Adsorbent  Adsorbate  Maximum monolayer 

adsorption capacity (mg/g) 

References  

C. indica Pentachlorophenol 40.89 This study 

Fiber-based activated Carbon Pentachlorophenol 320.00 [41] 

Loosestrife-based activated 

carbon 

2,4,6-trichlorophenol 367.65 [2] 

Paper mill sludge 2,4- dichlorophenol 4.89 [42] 

Commercial grade coconut shell-

based activated carbon 

2,4,6-trichlorophenol 112.35 [43] 

Rattan sawdust activated carbon 4-chlorophenol 188.68 [44]  

Azolla-based activated carbon 2,4,6-trichlorophenol 5.90 [28] 

Untreated Agro-Waste Pine 

Cone 

2,4,6-trichlorophenol 243.90 [17] 

 

Biosorption thermodynamics 

Free energy change is the main thrust of adsorption measures. In this manner changes in standard free 

energy (ΔGo) were acquired to decide the thermodynamics of the entire adsorption measure. The gotten 

standard free energy was - 12589.18 kJ/mol. This shows that the cycle is highly spontaneous and may 

continue chiefly by chemisorption measure [30,45]. Conversely, [2] recorded a non-spontaneous 

response with standard free energy which went from 4.23 to 5.89 for TCP onto activated carbon from 

an aquatic plant. [23] revealed standard free energy for metanil yellow removal onto egg shell film to be 

- 5.009 kJ/mol, likewise demonstrate an spontaneous and chemisorption measure. 

 

Estimated PCP residual factor (eRF) 

The estimated residual factor (eRF) for PCP by C. indica was calculated according to equation (21) as 

the ratio of PCP residue concentration in the water to the initial PCP concentrations: 

 

 𝑒𝑅𝐹 =
𝑃𝐶𝑃𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑃𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
        (21) 
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Figure 12. Estimated PCP residual factors  

Residual factors are interpreted to represent the strength of the C. indica in removing PCP from the 

solution. When the estimated residual factors (eRF) range from 0 to 0.3, the efficiency of the plant is 

considered “high”; when ranging from > 0.3 to 0.5, the efficiency of the plant is considered “moderate”; 

when ranging from > 0.5 to 0.7, the efficiency of the plant is considered “low” while from > 0.7 to 1, 

the efficiency of the plant is considered “poor”. The residual factors for the PCP removal at initial 

concentrations of 50 to 250 mg/L with days are presented in Figure 11. In generally, the efficiency of 

the C. indica increased with days in all initial concentrations studied as the residual factors decreased. 

With days, there was no definite trend for residual factors except for the 5th day which increased with 

increasing initial concentrations (Figure 12). At later days, residual factors increased with initial 

concentrations of 50 mg/L to 150 mg/L, after which it decreased with initial concentrations of 200 mg/L 

to 250 mg/L.  

 

Conclusion  

In this examination, we have considered pentachlorophenol removal from aqueous solution utilizing C. 

indica L and results for the most part showed it is promising and efficient phytoremediator for the 

compound. Biosorption of PCP increased with days and initial PCP concentration at a specific cutoff. 

The ideal pH was demonstrated to be 4 with rate of removal of 82 %. At alkaline pH (> 7-9) with 

increased contact time C. indica L. can in any case eliminate PCP up to 68.41 %. The equilibrium data 

were best portrayed by the Langmuir isotherm model and the adsorption kinetics by pseudo zero order. 

Langmiur model additionally predicted the maximum take-up biosorption limit of 40.89 mg/g at 25±2 

oC. The consequences of the intraparticle diffusion model propose that intraparticle diffusion was by all 
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account not the only yet the significant rate controlling steps. Based on the residual factors, the efficiency 

of C. indica in PCP removal is high at with increased time. C. indica utilized in this investigation is eco-

friendly, generally accessible and offers more prominent potential for wastewater treatment for removal 

of chlorinated contamination like PCP from water. 
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